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Opening photo: B.M. Colora (Legnano) is a coating contractor.

FOCUS ON TECHNOLOGY

A New Pre-Treatment Cycle Enabling
B.M. Colora to Offer a Timely, Highly
Flexible Service
Barbara Pennati ipcm®
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n the coating contracting market,

dynamic service, able to meet the most

production flexibility and efficiency. Powder

service is key to establish and grow in a

varied needs without sacrificing quality.

coating contractor B.M. Colora (Legnano,

highly competitive sector where quality,

Investment in new production plants or in

Milan, Italy) has made focus on service

delivery times, and production versatility

the updating of product, treatment, and

become not only its main strength, but also

requirements are increasingly strict.

finishing technologies can help boost the

a turning point for its corporate relaunch

The creation of added value, therefore,

service offered by a contractor, especially

and expansion into new markets (ref.

often starts from a more attentive and

when they are aimed at improving

Opening photo).
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“The story of the creation of B.M. Colora is

“We moved from Gemonio, on Lake

peculiar,” says owner Paride Brusa.

Maggiore, to our current headquarters

“My mother had a company that had

in Legnano, a much more strategic

operated in the metal stamping and

and functional location in terms of

coating sectors since the 1960s. I have

logistics. Our aim was to expand our

always been a motor enthusiast and, when
I told my mother that I wanted to buy a car,
she suggested that I start working in the
firm. That is how I also became passionate
about coating: I asked her employees, who
are still an integral part of our company,
and her suppliers for information and

We were inspired
to start a commercial
relaunch and market
research operation that
over time has allowed
us building a new, much
broader customer base.”

range of action and guarantee more
timely deliveries to our customers,”
says Brusa. “Since 2013, production
has experienced steady growth, but
we still had only two main customers
entrusting us with large volumes. When
these customers became insolvent, we
suffered significant financial slowdown.

processes and techniques guaranteed the

However, we tried to tackle this problem

best results for our customers. In 2007, we

proactively. We were inspired to start

abandoned all other activities to focus on

a commercial relaunch and market

contracting coating, officially establishing

research operation that over time

B.M. Colora.”

has allowed us building a new, much

© ipcm ®

advice, in order to understand which

1

Figure 1: The new Proma 8 in-line coating plant.
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broader customer base. The conditio sine
qua non for our rebirth and ability to meet
market needs was high-quality service. We
heavily invested in it, in order to be able to
tackle customer requests without delaying
deliveries. Indeed, at the same time, we
invested in our equipment to guarantee
just in time deliveries and an excellent
quality level. In 2016, we also established
QSC Verniciatura Milano for powder coating
large workpieces, which enabled us to
expand further on the market. These are
the factors that have contributed to our
growth. And service is still our trump card.”

2
1

Now, the B.M. Colora group has 60

Figure 2: The pre-treatment tunnel using DN Chemicals products.

employees and it owns four static coating
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booths, three of which are of the latest
generation. The company has also recently
invested in a new in-line system. “We had
solved our major issues, linked above all to
the expansion of our customer portfolio,
but we also wanted to target new sectors,
especially that of carbon and galvanised
steel for outdoor use. Finally, we wanted
to lighten the workload of our alreadyexisting line to better manage production
and deliveries,” explains Brusa. In order to
tackle these new production needs, B.M.
Colora installed a new blasting plant and an
in-line system (Fig. 1) with a highly flexible
pre-treatment tunnel designed by Proma
8 (Verona, Italy) implementing a process
developed
by DN Chemicals (Caleppio di Settala,
Milan), a company specialising in the
production and distribution of surface
treatment chemicals.

3
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Figure 3: The spray pre-treatment cycle developed by DN Chemicals has seven stages,
including a no-rinse conversion through the nebulisation of the Dollcoat SA 115 product.
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We heavily invested in
high-quality service, in order
to be able to tackle customer
request without delaying
deliveries. A the same time we
invested in our equipment.”
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A highly flexible pre-treatment
cycle

of Dollcoat SA 115, a nanotechnology product

“Following our corporate relaunch and the

silanes (Fig. 3).

saturation of our static coating line, we needed

“Silane oligomers guarantee maximum paint

a new plant that would also enable us to expand

adhesion and do not require any rinse.

into new market niches. As contractors, it is

Thanks to the use of the nebulisation system,

essential for us to have plants guaranteeing

moreover, the product applied is always fresh.

maximum production flexibility, short delivery

We chose Dollcoat SA 115 based on its ability

times, and an optimal quality degree,” notes

to guarantee optimal results with any type of

Paride Brusa. “We turned to DN Chemicals, with

alloy, which was an essential condition for B.M.

which we developed a versatile solution that

Colora because they treat several different

allowed us treating different types of materials in

materials,” explains DN Chemicals sales

different sizes and had competitive construction

manager Andrè Bernasconi.

and maintenance costs.”

“The system developed by DN Chemicals and

The new in-line coating line integrates a

Proma 8 is extremely versatile and it allows

DN Chemicals pre-treatment cycle device for

activating or deactivating certain pre-treatment

the nebulisation of the last surface conversion

stages according to our production needs: in

stage of the pre-treatment cycle (Fig. 2), fully

fact, not all customers require the same type

operational since mid-June. Indeed, the

of pre-treatment, usually depending on the

pre-treatment process includes the following

intended use of their products. Being able to

stages: alkaline degreasing with Dollclean

decide which stages to activate and to create

AS434, a rinse with mains water, phosphating

custom treatment programs enables us not

with Dollphos SC189, another rinse with mains

only to meet all our customers’ requirements,

water, two rinses with demineralised water, and

but also to optimise our consumption and

a no-rinse conversion through the nebulisation

expenses,” states Brusa.
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containing synthetic oligomers obtained from
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Figure 4: The new coating line can paint parts up to 4500x2500x1000 mm in size.
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Figure 5: The powder management unit of the Wagner SuperCube
quick-colour change booth.

The coating process
The new coating line can paint parts up to
4500x2500x1000 mm in size (Fig. 4) and it is equipped
with a Wagner SuperCube quick-colour change booth
(Fig. 5), six guns per side, and two manual pre and
post-retouching stations (Figs. 6 and 7). The SuperCube
plastic booth allows a quick paint change without entering
the booth. Thanks to the patented Twister Effect suction
system, it ensures an even flow distribution of the suction
flow for the highest coating application efficiency and
dielectric performance, with no accumulations on the
walls.
Main features of this booth are:
- Very rapid and simple colour change, partially
automated.
- SuperCenter Evo presents constant colour change over
time, which is software-controlled. This also contributes
to minimizing the presence of the operator during the
cleaning cycle, who only has to blow the inside of the
cabin and the cyclone.
- Wagner data Software: one-of-a-kind software
that manages all the production parameters, dust
consumption monitoring for each production batch, onscreen maintenance with alarms for periodic deadlines.
- Short booth, only 2,5 m long.
- Very low powder quantities in the cycle for consistently
high-quality coating results.
- Manual coater located at the front.
- Direct access to workpieces to ensure very high coating
quality.
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- Walk-in booth with access to all locations, only in case of
maintenance. For colour change operations the operator
does not have to enter the booth.
Both the drying and curing ovens use an air vein system and
they ensure the optimal temperature is reached in up to 7
minutes in the winter months and up to 4 in summer.
“This plant was built based on a project of Paride Brusa
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aimed at ensuring that an operator can check the entire
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Figures 6 and 7: The coating booth is equipped with six guns per
side and two manual pre and post-retouching stations.
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of components, we opted for efficient
but standard solutions in order to be
able to intervene in a targeted and
timely way. The pre-treatment cycle
also allows controlling all process
parameters and it sends us alarm
signals if these are not optimal.”
“This project would not have been
possible without collaboration
with our suppliers, including DN
Chemicals, with which we have
established a relationship of trust
and mutual respect over the
years. These factors, as well as the
assistance they have offered us,
especially by suggesting the use of
products that have always proved to
be up to our needs, have made DN
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Figure 8: From left to right: Paride Brusa (B.M. Colora), Roberto Rebuﬀo (DN Chemicals),
Andrè Bernasconi (DN Chemicals), and Andrea Mazzi (Proma 8).

Chemicals become our sole supplier
of pre-treatment products.”

A 4.0-oriented future
“In future, we intend to transform
coating cycle from one place and,

plant has enabled us to target such

the new plant with a 4.0-oriented

therefore, identify any potential

businesses even in the outdoor

approach, in order to be able to

problem immediately,” explains

sector, precisely as we wanted,” states

remotely manage its production cycle

Andrea Mazzi from Proma 8.

Paride Brusa. “We have created the

and collect data on its operating

“Since it treats very diverse lots, not

right conditions to make sure that

parameters for batch traceability.

only the pre-treatment tunnel, but

the plant never stops, equipping all

Our ultimate goals are to offer our

also the booth and the drying and

hot-temperature operations with two

customers an increasingly attentive

curing ovens had to provide B.M.

pumps and two rinsing stages. In terms

and timely service and to gain more

Colora with maximum flexibility.”

and more control over our process

“Our Wagner booth allows us

performance,” states Brusa (Fig. 8).

performing a colour changeover

“Finally, we intend to offer more and

in a few minutes, whereas our air

more additional services, such as

vein ovens enable us to adjust the
temperature based on the batch
being processed and the paint
being used, that is, polyester,
epoxy-polyester, epoxy, or
polyurethane,” says Brusa.

A sole supplier to
guarantee quality
“B.M. Colora’s target customers are
companies that need added-value
surface treatments and finishes.
The implementation of the new
pre-treatment cycle and coating
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In future, we intend to
transform the new plant with
a 4.0-oriented approach, in
order to be able to remotely
manage its production
cycle and collect data on
its operating parameters
for batch traceability.
Our ultimate goals are
to offer our customers an
increasingly attentive and
timely service and to gain
more and more control over
our process performance.”
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storage, ancillary work, assembly, and
access to quality testing laboratories.
Future investments will also include
the installation of another
in-line coating plant, in order to
be even more flexible, as this is
key to a contractor’s success. In
general, our development project
aims at automating our painting
processes as much as possible and
increasing the quality level of our
whole production, while providing
an increasingly attentive, careful, and
competitive service.”

